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This essay will discuss the question “What should be done about roadside 
memorials? 

What is a roadside memorial? It is a collection of items placed at the side of a 
road to memorialize a person or persons who died at that location. 

What does the law say about roadside memorials? The law forbids the creation 
of roadside memorials. They are forbidden because they are seen as a 
distraction to drivers on the road. Roadside memorials are a safety concern; 
drawing the eyes of drivers from the road. 

Currently roadside memorials are removed by authorities after ~3 months. How 
does the removal happen? Most are removed when workers cut the grass or pick 
up litter along the roadways, because the workers are there anyway. What 
happens when the memorials are removed? Sometimes people are OK with the 
removal, because they are done grieving. Other times, people rebuild the 
memorials, because they are not done grieving. What may happen then? The 
landowners where the memorial site is located may object to memorials being 
rebuilt.  

The department of transportation (DOT) made a proposal in 20__ to install a 
simple white sign at the memorial location that will list the name of the person 
who died under the words "Drive Safely, In Memory." The small sign will not be a 
distraction to drivers. Also a small sign is less likely to draw mourners to gather at 
the site, which puts the mourners in danger. What will this sign cost? The person 
who requests the sign must pay $100. What happens to this sign? The sign will 
stand for a year, and then be given to the person who paid for it. What are the 
concerns of the public with this proposal? The DOT is perceived as being 
heartless. The DOT is also perceived as just interested in raising money off the 
misfortune of others. Some people think the small round signs look like pie 
plates. 
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What should be done about roadside memorials? 
 What is a roadside memorial?   
  Collection of items placed at the side of a road to  
  memorialize a person or persons who died at that location 
 
 What does the law say about roadside memorials?   
  The law forbids their creation 
   + Seen as a distraction to drivers 
   + Safety concern (drawing the eyes of drivers from the road 
 
 Currently roadside memorials are removed by authorities after ~3 months. 
  How are the memorials removed?   
   When workers cut the grass or pick up litter 
     + Workers there anyway    
   
  What happens when the memorials are removed?   
   People are OK with the removal  
    + They are done grieving 
   People rebuild the roadside memorials  
    + They are not done grieving 
    What may happen then? 
     Landowners where the memorial site is located  
     may object to memorials being rebuilt   
 
 DOT proposal in 20__ to install a simple white sign at the location 
  +The small sign will not be a distraction to drivers 
  + A small sign is less likely to draw mourners to gather at the site 
   
  What will this sign say? 
   Will list the name of the person who died 
   Will have the words “Drive Safely, In Memory” 
  What will this sign cost?  
   The person who requests the sign must pay $100 
   
  What happens to this sign?  
   The sign will stand for a year 
   After a year, it will be given to the person who paid for it 
   
  What are the concerns of the public about this proposal?   
   The DOT is perceived as being heartless   
   The DOT is perceived as just interested in raising money  
    off the misfortune of others 
   Some people think the small round signs look like pie plates 


